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ABSTRACT

,This study was designed to 'conduct basic research. The
purpose was to add t a growing body of knowledge about the
teacher-student inters tion pattern8 in mainstreamed classrooms.
In addition this study began looking a he relationship between
teacher -student interaction. pattern a trey exist in then .

mainstreamed classroom's learning e gironment. Twenty-one
classrooms which bad mainstreamed handicapped students were
observed for five days. Three 'groups of target students were
observed using the Erophy-Good system: (1).non-handicapped high
achievers, (2) non - handicapped low achievers, and (3) mildly 1
handicapped dainstreamed students. The observational ,da.40&__
gathered was correlated with characteristics .of mainstreutvr...
classrooms (e.g., SoCial Environment,' Parent- Teacher Interaction,
Classrc9m Management; Social Environment, etc.):

In
t

order to overcame some of the problems with previou's
research Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA) was used to
determine if in. overall difference existed in .teacher-student
interaction aacng the gioumobserved. Canoncal correlation was
used to determine which elements- of the .classroom learning
environments here related to the patterns of teacher-student
interaction descrited. tescriptive statistics were also used as
part of the. data analysis-procedures in order to provide a more
complete picture of mainstreamed classrooms'.

Because a significant MANOVA was found', the, sixteet teacher-
interacticr variables were further analyzed using

. Untvariate Analysis of Variance (ANOVA). Seven significant
differences-here found. Following each significant ANOVA the
Neiman Keal's ,multiple comparison test was used 'to descrioe

,
differences amoung the three student groups. Canonical
correlation vas used in an attempt to correlate teacher-student
interaction and classroom learning environment variables.
,Because of the interdependence of the classroom variables used,
this approach uas not successfu . However, desCriptive
statistics dc provide some informaton describing mainstreamed
classroom leaning envitonmets.
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INTRODUCTIOM

6

As a result cf the public -school's' ef,Nort to implement theprinciple of "least restrictive environmentif. (01.RE),. the studentComposition; the social climate, and .the - teacar's
V4sponsibilities ufthin .the regular elementary-classroom arechanging.* When a child needs specialized instruction/ the LREprincipal requires that the child be ,educated in settings: asclose to natural as is optimal for the child. Often, for many'mildly, handicapped children, the appropriate Settingis the411t

regular classroom. Chita and Semmel (1977) stated, "It isobvious that the least restrictive alternative provision's o PL94-142 are being translated within the' broad framewor f'mainstreaming" 1p 21). °The passage of this law, thus, es
'1111

support on a natio level to the integration of handicappedstudents into regular classrooms.
' ,

/
.

,

.

Ultimately, the success of ,educating handicapped children inthe regular classroom will be largely dependent upon the regularclassroom teacher and the sUpport she receives. -Some insightinto the likelihood that the regular classroom teacher Will besuccessful may be gained by examining,the teacher's interactionpatterns with tcth bandicapped'and non-handicapped students, andtheir perception cf the ',ideal', mainstreamed environment. The useof systematic onaturalistic"observation in regular classroomswhere wildly handicapped students are be jog 'mainstreamed has thepromise of sharperii cur understanding and,gaining the insightneeded to make mainstreaming work.

'BIVIEW OF LITERAtURE.
.4

IES u Ali....c1115I s V

0

4

bThere are a la e number of, studits 4utiaized -'naturalistic otservat n' in regular classrooms where theobservation targets were no'nhandicapped ;Student& The fihdingsof studies that examined teacher-nOrlandicapped studehtinteraction may be summarized as 'follows:

1. leachers tend to respond more favorably, , provide aorKiraise, ani are tore supportive of high achieving students'than low achieving students (Horn,, 1914; aeGroat, &lhogpson, 1949; bcehn1954; Brophy & .Good, 1970).

2 leachers ir-itiated more contacts and were involved in more
2:,interac.ticns with high achievers than they were with lowachievers (Gcod, 1970; Kranz, Weber, & Fishell, 1970) ;Carrie & fing, 1913).
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After asking "a guestion;.teachers waited longer for "higl"

perfCrming students to give an answet (Rowe, 1969).

4. .leachers,- in,geieral, are not aware of the specific ways

in which they attempt to influence classroom behavior and

'are especialtly%unaware of'thte qualitative aspects of their

interactions with students (Brophy & Good, 1974) .

5. leachers prmvided lesi feedback .on performance 'to,"Iclw"
performers. (Feophy'& Good, 1974) .

,
. .

, ,
1

.

6. leachers -can to made aware of :inappropriate behavior

through systematic observationS and, feedback procedure

that can readily alter teaching styles under appropriate

.
conditions (Bowe, 1972;. Good &" Brophy, 1978).

The indidation,trem research findings that teachers react less

favorably tc lcw achieving students has important implications in ,

the field of special education.. The trend toward mainstreaming

will result , in increasing nuaber of regular classroom teachers

being Tesponsitle for the instruction of mildly handicapped

student! placed -in their .classrooms. In discussing potential

ivter4ctions tetween mainstreamed mildly handicapped

studenti--that is, students classified as educable mentally

retarded, mildly emotionally. handicapped, ,and 'learilisl-7

disabled--and 'regular classroom teachers, Larsen (1975) warned

that, "In all pratatility, special OduOtion students will

receive more criticism from their teachers than their achieving

pefs, will to exposed to far- fewer teachercontacts, 'and will

develop less positive ccmceps of self-worth" (p..12)..', .. ,

AuszalmiE_cIA.gslicoms.

At this point is not/ clear if Larsen's prediction's

were accurate. ..lo-date4 only a few studies have been conducted

whEre 'teacher-student interaction was examined, in the

. mainstreamed learning, environment. Many of the results presented

on are, con,traUctory. For example, Bryan and Wheeler (1972) and

Brian (1974), 'found that the teacher initiated about the same

Inumner of interactions with 'the. handicappe'd as compared to

nonhandicapped students. However, Wherry and Quay (1969),

ForneSi and Esvpldt '(1S15), and Chapman. (1975) - found that the

number of interactions with handicapped students were more

frequent thor with ncnhandicapped stAkdents. The results of

studres*by rink (1977) , Bryan and Wheeler (1972), "and Bryan

(174) a,11,Ehcued that teacher-handicapped student interactions.

"tel:ded to to negative in nature. Chapman (1975) , on the other

hand, found ttat handicapped.students received more preferential

treatment in Ecme situations.

-2

6
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The limited research on teacher-handicapped student
interaction pattern not only presents contradictory evidence but
results .are ftrtherclouded by .fundamental weaknesses in the
research d'esigns or statistical procedures employed.
Characteristics cf the student sample have been limiting factors
in several of the studies (Bryan and Wheeler, 1972; Bryan, 1974) ;
Fink, 1977; Carey, 1S77). Limited observetional data have
.further- weakened these studies., Another methodological ,

shortcoming has .ten that the studies have examined multiple
dependent variables, using univariate Analysis of Variance
(ANCVA) procedures without first using Multivariate Analysi4 of
Variance ( MANCVA) . Chapman (1975), for example,. computed 86
separate univariate AletVA's., -This apTroach substantially'
inflates the Type I errcr rate; meaning that Fany "statistically
significant" differences will be identified by chance.

PILOT STUD! k

In an effort to add clarification and overcome some of the''

methodological problems, a study conducted by Thompson, White,.
and Morgan (19E2) to systematically observe elementary teachers
as they interacted' with mainstreamed handicapped students,
nonhandicapped high achievers, and nonhandicapped low achievers
used a large semple", multiple measures, and multivariate
techniques tc analyze the data. Specifically, the study used a
modified versicn of the Teacher-Child Dyadic Interaction System
(Brophy and Gccd, 1969) to' observe teacher-student interaction
patterns in 12 third grade mainstreamed classrooms in two
northern" Utah cities. A total of 129 students in the-following
four groups were observed: (1) nonhandicapped high achievers,
(2) nonhandicapped low achievers,e(3)'learning disabled, and (4)
behaviorally handicapped. A Multivariate Analysis of Variance
(MANCVA) procedure was used to, overcome the problem of multiple
dependent measures.. The large,number,of students observed (in
comparison tc similar res,earch)' add the' fact that the .study vas
run fcr eight days (cne day a week for eight weeks) also helped
to overcome some of the earlier studies' methodological problems.

The overall ccnclusion of thk study -was, that 'there were
significant differences in teacher-student interaction'patterns
among the fcur'student groups. Some of the data suggested that
teachers provided preferential treatment to mildly handicappel
students in scme' Eituaticn,s higher, amounts of sust inine
feedback to behaviorally handicapped studentS); however, there
was also ECME data that indicated that teachers pr vided
preferential treatment high achievers in some, situations
(e.y., higher,ascurts cf praise to highs). There was further
evidence that behaviorally handicapped students :took a large
amount cf the teacher's time and a disproportionate perceutage of
that tine was spent in behavioral tiintezactions.
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Teachers tended to treat- all students about the same when
interactions involied academic' land procedural iatters. , They. -

generally did nct provide. positive reinforcement, nor did they
criticize. They were overwhelmingly neutral in providiWg
feedback_ to the students. When teachers interacted about
behavioral matters,- they used a majority of warnings for all
student groups. Only, a small percentage of their feedback was
praise or criticism. . The majority of both %teacher and, student
initiations were academic as opposed to procedural (i..e.,
initiations involving nonacademic activities) 6 .

The results of the Utah' study did not support the view that,
handicapped children whc are being mainstreamed into regular
education classrooms will be at a severe disadvantage becalise of
preferential' teacher. interactions provided to *onhandicapped Tr
students. however, the results did :indicate' that more effective
learning- environments need to be designed for all ;students. .

Regular classiccm teachers need -to increase the proOortion of
positive feedtack and decrease ,neutral and disapproving feedback
and also achieve'a,tetter balance between academic Indlprocedural''
activities.

4
c

S0UtHDAKOIA/IOVA STUDY

r

In'an attemrt tR.replicate the pilot study conducted in Utah a
second study was Osigned and pro,Posed to the, Office of ,Special
Education and Rehabilitative Services. Funding was received and
th study was conducted in South Dakota 'and Iowa. The purpose 'of
the South Dakota /Iowa (SE/I) study was to provide additional
descriptive data about teacher-stNent interaction patterns int,

mainstreamed classrooms and add generality.to the findings oftfit
pilot,stnk.'

The number et classrooms observed in the SD /I study was
expanded to twenty-one as compared totvelve-in the Utah .study.
The nuater ,tf---c-tle=rvaticn days was reduced from eight ,to four
In the 'Utah study, 480, hours of data were collected while in the
SD/I study, 420 hors of data were collected. The handicapped
target students etserved in theSD/I study were left as one group.
called mildly handicapped and not separated out by handicapping.
coudiViens *as in the Utah study. In both studie6, teacher,

-Student-interactier was defined as a composite of 16 depehden-t,
measures derived from' the 54 Brophy-Good categories. The six`
research questions used it the Utah stUdy.'were again addressein
.,the SE/I study tc determine if teacher-student_ interaction
patterns were different fcr student groups. Table I presents the
siA research questions ard the corresponding dependent measures?

A oradisK for studying teaching in natural-' setting''. or.
classroom, labeled the Descriptive-correlational-Experimerltal
Loop, has LeEn FrcFcsed ty Roserishine and Furst _(,1973). The ,-,

;4,
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4111h .table I

Research Questions ah4,0epeOent.Mea\sures.Ion 1 Me .....

". -Dependent MResearch' Cu'esticis &sures,

$.0.

. ,
, ,

'

A

1. I,s,there a differen
in'teacher7initia
interactions tc
students?

2. Is' there a difference
iA student7iritjated
interactions -tc
'teachers?

3. Is there a difference
in 'the type cf teacher
feedtack given to
students?

a P3

-Is ,there a difference'
.in the quality cf
teacher feedtack given'
to students?

5. Is there a diffe.rence
.

in the type cf respo'nse
frcvided td

,studentsby the teacher?.

6".. there °:a diffe'rence
in the type f question
asked of thrstudents by
by the teacher ?.

, .

Prequensoy of Teacher Initiations
2._ ProportIon,eff .teacher initiations

initiatipns which are academic
Proportipn of teacher. ,initiations
which are' procedural' .

Proportion of teacher initiations
which are behavioral

--Frequency of'teacher initiations
Proportion' of student-initiations/
which are procedural as opposed
to academic

-'7. Frequency of teacher feedb;.ck
.8. Proportion cif teacher feedback'

whicli is academic .

, -

9..' Proportion, of teacher feedback'
which is procedgral

.-;10, Proportion,.of'teacher,feedback,
' * which iS behavioral

N = '.1.1.tProportion.of teacher feedback
which la sustaining as opposed'
to terminal

if

Qdality of academic' Ceacher
.feedbak (i.e. praise, neutral,
critics m)

.)31.. Quality of procedural teacher
'feed back (i.e., raise, neutral,
criticism)

14..Quality of ,behavioral. teacher
feedback' (i.e., praise, warnings,
tritiCism) =

16. Pro*rtidn of"response
opportunities which' ,are' -

-volunteer. as opposed to;
nonvslunte5r.

16. Quality 'of guetioLs aske,d by
thp teacher (i.e., pto'ce-is,
product, ctoice, self - reference)

.r on.ho :moor. 0 .111 WWI 16 AM MED Ow AT.. n 4 wpo-
e

8
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, first step, of that paradigm, is' the development of procedures for
,describiing teaching in a qualitative manner. 'This step was begun.
in :the pilot study conducted in Utah and:repeatedein the South
DakotafloWa,study. .An attempt to accomplish the second step in

..tht;-paradigm' ,wa's made in the sD/I'study. A second main research
Auesti4' --which. examined , the regular classroom teachers
4percepflont,of the clasSroom .learning enviribriment was addressed:
T-he peseatch"gntsticn was stated as follows:

there. a' relationship between how 'regular
claSsrca teachers perceive t eir classroom learAing
envircement ix comparison to des iptions of an "ideal"
-mainstrean0 classroom learni g environment and
tekcitet-Student interaction patter

-1;1Pot .the pqrpcse cf 'theaSb/I study, classroom 'learning
crotmentas measured. ty the Assessment of Classrftit-Leazning

E vironmenA Scalet (ACLE) was defined as a composite o4g, the
J f lloiing 16dekcident measures:

"It

1. Space and frility accommod tions to physical ttpairments

. leachiong learning settings

Social-.envircnment

Control cf and responsibility for environment
.

Classzcci management

'6. leaching arrbngenents

7 Instrticticial mithods

. 8. turrie'uinn flexitility. .
9. Naterlals

10r Degree Tttcture

11. late cf leanting'

12. Evaluation

13. ,AftECtivE,E aticn

fieccgrixing and appreciating cultural differences

15. Child study s'
r

ErocEc

16. Earent-teacEer interaction

(iv



METHOD

I.

-

Thirty third and.fcurtfi-!4rade. teachers in outh Dakota, and --

Iowa 'mere asked tc participate in the study. welve third- and

nine fourth- grade teachers Volunteered and were obserOed for the

full lehgth_of the stgdy. All were females an their average

teaching experience wad 16-ypars. .Each teacher taught in, a_

.traditional self-ccrta.4ed classroom and had two, three, or four

Mildly handicapped students mainstreamed in her classroom.

.pildly handicapped. children are identified as "students in need

. of special assistance" in South Dakota and .as .educable mentally

retarded, mildly emotionally handicapped, and learning disabled

-in IOwa..- Each student_ had an IEP written and was receiving at

least cne hilf-hcur cf resource room help a day but no more than

two and one half hours per day.

All but tyc.*reoachers had previousiy taught handicapped

children in reguler:.oglassrooms. Teachers were not informed about

the specificInxpode:of the study nor of the nature of the data ;),

to be collected until after the study was completed. Teachets.

were asked tc rank their classes on.a five-point' scale in terms

of general acadea' achievement. The. five levels were as

1V
follows: (1.) loves -) next7td-lowest, (3) average, (4) next,-

0to-highest, and (5) .gtest.,_ .Teachers. 'were told that they could

use the most recei, standardized achievement test scores as i.

refer ce. .. . .

Hig achievirg and-low-achieving target students were selected

in num ers equal tc,.the identified handicapped studenlitin each

class. For elample, if a class had three identified hpldicapped

students, then three students were identified'as low'achievers

-(i.e., students ranked 1) and three students were identified as
high achievers (i.e.., students ranked.5). Thus, 'a total of nine

students were ctserved. A total of 58'high achievers, 58 low

achievers, and 61 handicapped students (in one'class-there were 6

.
handicapped students but only 3 highs and .3 lows) were identified
and observed. Cf the Cwenty-one,classrooms, five cla4es had
four students in each of the three target groups, six classes had

three. it each target.grcup, and ten classeS had ..two students in

each of.the three target groups.

11



Each classiecm was -ctsecved one day a ,creek for a total' of r5
weeks in the late,mintei an'd early spring. . first day %INF

used for' "classrocm training and adaptation tip for both
observers and suijepts_and for%interobserver, agreement checks. A

total cf 420 hcurs et ch.servational data were collected-and used
in_ the 'final data analysis.

Eight gradrate Students from the niversity of South Dakota
were'tained according to procedures outlined b/ Coulter (1976).
Each otServer'mas provided with 40 to,50 hours of ,intensive
training until a minimum cf 80 percent-of intecohsarver agreement
was achieved. Training' proceeded in three stages: written
transcripts; videctapes; and, finally, real classrooms.

Interobserver agreement" was calculated! during each phase. of
the training using the procedure suggested by Coulter (1976, p..

19) . Bandcm pairs of observers codid together during tie
transcript (79% average agreement) and the videotapes (average
agreement 81%) phases. During the training' plisse. involving real
classrooms, observers used one or.more days to learn the target
students and allow for 'adaptation of the teacher,and.studeats to
the observer's presence." A' final interqbserver agreement check
was made during this phase 13y, having. observers code for half an
hour with each other in the 'attaining classroom. All pairs Were
at or above the regd. 80%%level.

OBSEBVAILOAN§IBUMENT
'p

Cvgrviem. Cata were collected using a modified version-of the
Teacher-Child Eyadic Interaction. System (Brophy and Good, 1969) .

This system focuses on interactions between the teacfier and each
student (i.e., teacher-student interactions are.recbrded and
analyied seFaratel,y for- each student) , thus making the student
rather than the class the unit for which data ate collected
(Brophy & Gccd, 1S69). The system .also preserves the sequential-
nature of teacher-student interactions in the coding process.
Aodificaticn cf the ErcFhy-Good system included dropping the
reading-recitation ,coding sheet- and ,adding a section' for Child-
initiated relpense cEFcrtunities (i.e., student-initiated
questiors and commenits in public situations) . In Addition, ,a

section tor coding teacher- or student-initiated personal
cootents (i.e., ncnschcel-related statements) was added. Because
handicai:ped-studerts periodically left the classroom for resource
room help, it uta_.. alsC necessary to add a section where each
individual student's observation period could be recorded.

&911/a__Sealerce: Ihe type of interaction was the first
information ccdd during ohserwt*on. Response opportunities
Imre coded miler the teacher warlTnteracting with an individual

T 8
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student in a putlic situation, and dyadic contacts were coded for
private situations. Second, the initiator of the interactions
was ccdedl. 4 distinction was made between teacher-lhitiated
interactions and .child-initiated interactions. Withinjeacher-
initipted respcnse opportunities, the type', of,oppoi.tunity
proiided,' the appropriateness of ,the child's respougb,- and the
teaher's feedtack were recorded. 'Tke.type of child-initiated
resOonse opportunity And the teacher .feedback were recorded when
the student made putlic capments or asked public questions. The
major categories with teacher-initiated dyadic contact included
work, pr,ocedtral, observation, and behavioral interactions.
Teacher feedtack was also coded as praise, process, product,
criticism, and/or warning. 1.1 Within the child-initiated dyadic
con'tacts-,- work and procedural interactions were coded as praise,
process, product, or criticism. Interactions that ?dere unrelated
in any way tc schacl interactions were recorded as either
teacher-initiated or .hild-initiated personal contacts. See
appendix A fct.ccding steet.and categorical breakdown.

gla§5.190_1111311G....M14=17....MIRUNENT

The assessment cf Classroom Learning Enivorment Scale (ACLE)
was. designed ty Eeynclds (1977) to provide an idealized
description of mainstreamed classrooms. The ACLE has sixteen
sunScales, each cf which contains five descriptors which may be
used by teachers as self-ratings. .Takeh at the Alighest.level
(i.e., level five descriptors), the scales propose a

mainstreaming standard which would be very hard to meet. The
scale,s,;propcse cne bay of envisioning what an ideal mainstreaming
classrgtm would lcak like. The ACLE should be viewed as a high
infereice instrument as opposed to the Brophy-Good "system which
may be considered a low inference instrument. Each teacher who
was observed with the Erophy -Good system was then asked to rate
their own classroom in comparison to what an ,ideal mainstreamed
classrccm would lock like. See appendix B.

DA T A_ALakl §.1

4

[law data ccllected during the classr observations were
.converted intc irdividual student scores or each of the 16

dependent measures of teacher-student interaction. These 16 03
..<

dependent mealiLres were derived by combining similar types of __I

data from the ?2 discrete variables about which the observation :(-Z

system yitlded tata. Frequency data were standardized by

time.(Ncte: ccrtact the author for the formulas used to construct
these 16 delet:dent aeastres)

CD
, .

A twoway mixed effects model multivariate Analysis of C-).4414. .

Varlance (CLASSES kith ;41 levels were treated a* a random effect lid;

9

13
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and GACUPS with three ievets were treated as a fixed effect) was

computed using the computer program MANOVA (Clyde, 1969) with

CLASSES as a ticcking variable to increase the precision of the

analysis. Wilk's 1ratda criterion was used to test for equality

of group centrotds. The value .calculated with the Wilk's lambda

procedure was transformed into an F value through Iao's

approximation (Cooley and LohnesjA 1962) .

M

Because the testa of laibda. produced an F that was

statistically sigpificant (p :01: df=2, 154), uni%ariate

ANOVA's were computed and the resulting F ratios for each

/dependent -measure were examined to determine which measures

contributed tc the statistically significant' MANOVA results-.

Newman-Aeul's 1141tiple Range Comparison Tests (Winer, 1971) were

computed for each dependent variable that yielded a statistically

significant urivariate F (p .05) for the between GROUPS

o comparison:

.

Following the collection of observation data each t acher who

ums. observed was .asked to rate herself and her cla sroom in

relationship tc an "ideal" mainstreaming situationT is teacher

self-rating producad a second .set of dependent measures for each

of the 21 classloons. Canonical correlation was used in an

attempt to estatlish the maximum amount of relationship between

observed teacher-student interaction patterns and the teacher's

desciiption of their mainstreamed classroom learning environment.

This type of analysis.bas used because it takes as it's basic

input two sets of variables, each of which can be given

theoretical meaning as a group. Problems in the analysis of the

data arose tecause of highly interdependent variables in the

dependent measures derived from the Brophy-Good system. Variable

number four, Frorortion of Teacher Initiations which are

Behavioral and Variatle number ten, Proportion of Teacher

Feedt.ack which is ,Eehavioral-had to be left out of the analysis

because of their high interdependence.
,

Lack of interrratatility of the canonical, variates prevented .

further analysis 'as originally proposed. It was felt that a

---aescriptive analysis of the ACLE data would provide some data

useful ein'descriting the teacher's view of the mainstreamed

learaLg envirctments in which they taught.
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RESULTS
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Since tie first set cf research questions asked in the SD/I

study are the sane as those asked in the Utah study the result.

of both studies will be presented together in Table II. Becaus
a,Significant EANCVA vies found in both studies it was appropriate

to further analyze tke data through univariate analysis of'

variance. As depict.ed in Table II, fhe results of the univariate

/MVPs provided imforlation about. the dependent variables that

wete)'iost iaEcrtant and, contribUted most substantially to the

differences identified in the MANOVA. Also shown in Table II are

the means and results cf the Newman-,Keul's. multiple comparison

tests computed for each dependent measure of teacher -student"

interaction that as statistically significant at the p .05

level.

Table II reEcrts'only the ANOVA result;.; for the m effect of

GUM since these results were of primary impo nce in the

study. CLASSES were csed as a blocking /ariable.The effect of

blocking is to increase the precision of the analysis. The fact

that there ere statistically significant differences among

classes for all of the lf dependent variables indicates that this

strategy was effective. Differences among classes in terms of .

how a teacher interacts with the students are expected ani

intuitively lcgical given the differences in teachers' styles,

experiences, and personalities; but they were not the focus of

the research reEcrted here.

adougoutilimi_ilviicNNENT
The weans and standard deviations for each of the ACLE Scales

is, presented in Table III. Figures one through sixteen provide

the distrituticns cf each scale where the stem represents the

rated level cf mainstreaming and the leaf represents number of

teachers rating themselves at that 'level.. Lev9l five presents

the "ideal" sainstreamd learning environment. See appendix B

for .a ccmplete description of the five levels of each ACLE scale.

.14
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*..,e Table 1

Means, Standard Devfations, ANOVA Rest,lla, and
for the 16 Dependent Variables Associa

Utoh-South Dakota/

Research Question

I. Teacher Initialed InteractIonsa I.

2.

3.

4.

II. Student initiated Interactions' 5.

Neuman-Keuls Multiple Comparison Results
ted with the 6 Research Questions

Iowa Studies

Dependent Variable

Utah

Means
a

and Results of
Relevant Neuman-Keels b

Multiple Eumparisun test
for Each Group on
All 16 Dependent Measures

Frequency of Teacher Interactlens 2,81 1.80 1.66 1.38

811 ID Lo HI

Proportion of Teacher Initiations 61.8% 58.3% 51.3% 51.6%40

which are academic Iii LO Oil

Proportion of Teacher Initiations 15.0% 13.8% 11.5% 11.3%

which are procedural HI Lo LD ill

Proportion of Teacher Initiations 37.1% 28.8% 28.2% 23.2%

which are behavioral 8H Lo LO III

Frequency of Student initiations 2.09 1.53 1.23 1.10

BO LO to 01

6. Frequency of student initiations
which are procedural (as opposed)
to academic

25.8% 23.8% 20.4% 19.6%

OH ID Lo HI

F Test

16.029°p (.01

2.190 p >JO

2.610 p >AO

4,019 p <.01

South Oakota/lowa

Means4 and Results of
Relevant Neuman-Keuls
Multiple Comparison Test
for Each Group on
AN) i6 DependeniMeasures f test

2.48 2.21 1.90 8.91 p . .01

Nd 10 HI

69.4% 64,3% 63.41

im Lo'

20.4% 19.4% 19.21

IW. III to

17..4% 15.3% 11.2%

Lo . IW HI

3.42 p ..05

.36 p ,.10

5.04 p ..01

3.826 p <.05

1.614 p ..10

1.81 1.80 - 1.61

Hi Lo IW

22,4% 21.5% 20.9%

III. Type of feedbacka

IV, Quality of teethe,' dhackc

7. frequency of Teacher Feedback

B. Proportion of Teacher Feedback
which is academic

9. Proportion of Teacher feedback
which Is procedural

10. Proportion of Teacher Feedback,

which is behavioral

II. PrOportion of Teacher Feedback
which is sustaining (as opposed

to tesoleal)

12. Quality of Academic Feedback

13. Quality of Procedural Feedback

14. Quality of Behavioral Feedback

4.36 2.00 2.34 1.91

OH 10 to HI

69.8% 66.5% 66.3% 61.3%

HI LO Lo . 1111

17,1% 16.8% 16.7% 16.2%

LD HI 011 Lo

22.1% ILI% 16.4% 13.41-

BII Lo 10 Hi

13.3% 12.5% 10.8% 6.7%

8H LO to HI

13.730 p <.01

2.336 p >.l0

.743 p

3.656 p 4.05

3.224p <.05

2.36 2.33 2.29 2.22 ' 2.723 p ,.05

HI Lo LEI OH

1.998 1.94

Bil LD

2.27 2.27

HI to

V. Type of Response Opportunities 15. Proportion of Response Opportun-
ities which are volunteer (as

, opposed to non - volunteer

VI. Type of questionsd 16. Quality of Questions
404

65.1% 62.9%
'Hi Oil

1.91 1.8)

Lo

2.13 a 2,05
LO 1111

60.5% 55.1%
LD Lo

240 2i:8 241 2g1

.319 p '.10

1.409 p >JO

2.111 p .,10

3.216 p (.05

3.63 3.37 2.60

19 lid HI

72.1% 69.5%

HI to

20.6% 19.7%

HI Hd

11.81 11.2%

to , Nd

12.6% 12.2%

lid to

2.31

HI

1.79

to

1.82

lo

58.9%
HI

69.1%
'IN

10. 7%

Lo ,

7.3%

Iii
40.3%
HI

2.20 2.18

Ild to

1.74 1.62

Ht IW

1.82 . 1.70

lid Hi

38.41 31%

Lo Ill

2,87
Ht

aDependent variables 01. 05, and 17 shied he interpreted as the numbet of times per. hour that particular activity

occurs with each student observed. A 1 other dependent measures In these categories are percentages of total time.

b uman-Keuls Multiple Comparison Tests'eere done only for those dependent variables for whMch there was a

statistically significant difference between groups at the .0C level, for dependent variahles for which a

Neuman-Keuls comparison was done, those groups underlined by a cummon line are not statistically significantly

different; groups !eat underlined by a common Ilne are statistically significantly different from each other. For

*movie, on the dependent variable "Frequency of,Teacher Initiations. in WO of StetiStket significance

gil > 10, to, HI and LD > HI; but the toll Hypothevn Ili Le and to 111 could not be rejected.

c lacil time the teacher provided feedback to a student, it was coded as Criticism It Warning/Neutral 2; or

praise 3. Each student'S score was the average number assigned across all instances of feedback for that .

Student.

dLich time the teecher asked the stueent a question, It was coded ei a Self-We-ant question 1; Choice

question 2; Product question 1; or Prncesa question 4, The score fora student wes'the average number

assigned across all questions asked of that student.

1.19 p ..10

.00p >JO

4704'p ..05

1.00 p ..10

.18 p ..l0

.5.25 p 4.01

.9J p ,.10 '

(°11.09 p 4.01

1.10 p '.10

.5? p >.10

18.75 p 4.01

2.80 2.10, ).21 p

Hd to

k-7---
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Table III

deans and Standard Deviation of the Assessment
of Classrccm Learning Environment (ACLE) Scala

mINNOW.11.1.1., =1, .1M+100./... 0114.1.1011 41....111en. 11111110101MIIIMINOMMINIIIII obe On r..np

-ACIE Scale X SD

1. Space and Facility Accommodation

2. Teaching eearrirg Setting

3. Social Envircnment

4. Control/Eesponsibility for Environment

5. .lassrccm hanagement a

2.33

2.24

3.14

2.00

4.19

.01

.89

1.06

.89

.67

6...Teaching Arrangements 3.57

7. Instructicral Methods 2.76 .89

8. CurricAlum Flexibility 2.90 .83

9. Materials 3.19 .68

10. Degree cf Structure 3.33 .58

11. Bate, of Learnirg and Behaving 3.19 .81

12. Evaluation 3.85 1.24

13.,Affective Education 2.71 .85

14. Eeccgnizirg Cultural Differences 2.28 1.27

15. Child Study Erocess
,,

3.38 QP 110,6

16. Parent-leacher Interaction 3.14 1.11



, Figure 1

leacher CistFibution of ACLE Scale *1
Srace and Facility Accommodation

4:0

411004141144111441110MOVVINMI MIII!!.444...46.1.1m.pOmmaalmOammMem.

ACLE
Rank'

Teacher
Distrituticr

frequency' Cumulative
Frequency

\

Percent Cumulative
Percent
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A
401M414..*;444.4/4111444114.4404407.

1'. 00CC 4, 19.05 19.05

occcovi000 10' 14' 47.62 ( .66.67
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Figure 2

leacher Cistribution of ACLE Scale *2
Teaching Learning Setting
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ACLE
Rank

Teacher Frequency
Distzituticr

. ,

Cumulative
Frequency

Percent Cumulative
Percent

, 11MrIN 01.1.111.11 =,
.14

1. OGOC 2 9.52 9.52

2 OCO-COCCOCCC0000 15 17 71.43 80.95

00000CCOCCC000C

OCOO 19 9.52 90.48

00 1 20 4.76 95.24
A

5 OQ 21 4.76 100.00
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Figure 3

leacher Distribution of ACLE Scale *3
Social Environment

41041101.,

JP

,mommOalmen WOMIIMOMW i411111141b4

ACLE Teacher frequency Cumulative Percent Cumulative
Rank Distrituticn Frequency Percent410

1 00
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000000

000000 '

ACLE
Rank

.10

1 4.76 4.76

5. 19.05 23.81

15 47.62- 71.43

18 14.29 85.71

3 21 14.29 100.00

Figure 4

Teacher Distribution of ACLE Scale t4
Ccntrol/kesponsibility for Environment

1....14141MOMMONW.M.4414040=.4.4,4rm.
.41

leacher frequency Cumulative. Percent CuduIative
Ei.stritutior Frequency Percent...... ....... amm.0.04mommtoormrmri=e1MNIImmems.ftwow.4014..6 1444.
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Figure 5

Teacher Distribution of ACLE Scale 45
6 Classroom Management

.1
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Figure 6

7eacher Eistributiroayof ACLE Scale #6.
leaching Arrangement
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Teacher
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Figure 7

Teacher tistribution of ACLE Scale $7
'Instructional Methods,

1

ACLE
Rank
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leacher. Frequency Cumulative

tistritution Frequency '°

Percent
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4
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Teacher
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Figure'8

Eistribution of ACLE Scale
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19.05
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Curriculum Floxibility

ACLE
Rank

Teacher frequency Cumulative Percent
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Figure' 9

:d

Teacher. tistribution of ACLE Scale #9
Materials
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Figure 10
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Teacher Distribution of ACLE Scale #10
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tegree of Structure
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Figure 11

Teacher Distribution of ACLE Scale #11
Bate of Learning sod Behaving
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Figure 12

Teacher Distrtbution of ACLE Scale #12
Evaluation
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)11 Figur/3

'leacher Distribution of ACLE Scale #13
Affective Education
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Figure 14

7eachex Distribution of ACLE Scale #14
Beccquizing Cultural Differences
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rgule 15

Teacher Distribution of ACL1 Scale #15
Child Stuffy Process
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Figure 16

Teacher Distribution of ACLE Scalle-#16
Eatent-Teacher Interaction
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DISCUSSION'

.00

In the fcllcvjng section of discussion of the results obtained
in the South DOtta/Iowa study vill be presentpd. In addition, a
comparison of "the SC /I results will be made with the results
found in the Utahstudy.

AgUltILII1121.c...xnnagnan
41.

One cf. tte conditions set by Heron and Skinner '(1981) for
eonsidering tip,. regular classroom as the least restrictive
nvironment is theeztent to .wttich the: teacher interacts

propo4tionatelj.with all the students in the classroom. The
results /of the S,D/I study indicate' that handicapped. childien
received more. ,teacher initiations than either highs or tows in
terms of absolute freguency,,.and 'that handicapped and lows both
received' significantly more initiations from the teacher than did
highs. In the Utah' study, beha4orally handicapped. students
received. the .2lost .teacher initiations, while learning disabled
and laws were the saloe and high achieving students received the

. smallest numter'of initiations from the teacher. The repults gf
both studies survrt Chapman (1975) who found that' learning
disordered students received more interactions than high or low
achieving, nonhandicapped students. \ Werry and Quay (1969),
Martin (1972), atd.jorness and ESveldy (1975) found tha-t studekts.
who had teen identified as disruptive and aggressive received
more total teachex initiations than their nonhandicapped peers.

The results of Loth studies must be considered iid light of the
time handicapped students spend in the regular classroom. For
example, in the South Eakota study, high achievers were observed
foe an average Of 15.9-5 hours, low achievers were observed for an
average of 16.28 hours, and 'handicapped students were observed
for an .average cf 12.98 hours. Similar 'proportions were seen in
the Utah study. Ibis. meaul.tliat even though the handicapped

_students were in the classron less time, they received the most
teacher initiations.

liercc and Ekinnez (1981) argue that each student in the
mainstreamed" classroom should receive a fair porti,ot of the
teacher's atterticn each day. The results found in both the
South Cakota/lewa and Utah studies would seem .to indicate that'
:handicpued students receive disp'roportionatly larger amounts of
the .teacher's time. What may be occurring in these classrooms is.
inapptcEriate reinfcrcement for the handicapped students' of-
,task tehavior; _or there, m'ay' at attempt by the regular
'cl4ssrccm teacher tc prcvide extra help to children they view. as

- 22-
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unable tc cope academically, emotionally, or socially. These
results do not support studies which found that teachers
initiated more contacts and were involved with more interactions
with high achievers than with 'low achievers (Good, 197.0; Kranz,
weber, 6 Fishell', 1970; Carne & Bing, 1973)

ZIELALAZILM.I.11.721220.

In Toth the Sotth Eakota/Iowa and Utah studies, teacher
initiations were divided into three categories: Academic
contacts (e.g., seatycrk, homework, and question and answer
sequences), procedural imitations ("housekeeping,* chores and
:other nonacademic Activities), and behavioral initiations (e.g.,
teachers singled out a student to comment solely on his or her
behavior), In the SE/I study, significant difference' were found
in the proportion of both academic and behavioral teacher
initiations to the three student eroups. Handicapped and low _
achievecs received significantly less academic initiations and
significantly more tebavioral initiations than did high
achievers. !here were no significant differences in the
proportion of procedural initiations to the three student groups.
In the Utah study, nc diff noes were found in academic or
procelural initiations amoc

.
four groups observe4 in that.

study. Differences in the, tion of the behavioral teacher
initiations tc the tehavioral 'andicapped students and the high
4chievers were found. (Note: The data reported by-Thompson et
al. (19a2) ,should have been reversed for variables three and
four. Ihe data reported asnrdcedural teacher initiations were,
in fact, behavioral teacher initiations and viceversa.)

By exaaining the ,percentage of teacher initiations to the
three student groups in the SD/I study (see Table IIL4), it can
be seen that high aChAevers got the most academic and the, least
behavior initiations while low achievers got the least academic
and the most tehavioral. This same pattern can be seen in the
Utah data (see /akle IIIa) . Low .achievers. and ,handicapped
students seem to te treated in similar ways by the teacher in
teruls cf the number and type of initiations she makes to them in
both studies.
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Neither tke frequdncy nor the type of student initiations
differed among the three groups of students observed in the SD /I
study. Th6Se results are quite different from those found in the
Utah study where tehaviorally handicapped students initiated
al est twice as many interactions with the teacher., as did their

gh-achieving, nonhandicapped peers. In the South Dakota study,
distinction vas made between the kind, of handicapping

condition; and this Change may account for not seeing any
differences in student initiations among the student groups in
the SD/1 study.

Table IIIa

Utah Study

Proportion of Teacher Initiations Which Are
Academic, Procedural,

Dependent
Measure Highs

and Behavioral

Student. Group.
LOWS 1.0v BB

AIAMMMI,

Teacher Iritiarkons
Academic 62% 57%r 58% 52%'

Teacher Initiations
Procedural . 15% 14% 14% 11%

Teacher Initiaticns
Eehavicral '23% 29% 28% 37%

.The proportion of student initiations from all student groups
was an average of 22% procedural and 78% academic. In the Utah
study approximately the same proportions were found. (Note: The
data reported ty 'Thompson et al. (1982) contained an error. The
data reported as procedural student initiations should have been
academic studert initiations.)

When the correction is made in the Utah data, the data fro.,
. both studies indicate that, on the average, all student groups

sought cut the tEacher for academic help three to four times as
often as they initiated procedqral interactions.



Table TIM

South Dakota/Iowa Study

Proportion of Teacher Initiations Which Are
Academic. Procedural, and Behavioral

'41

Dependent Student Group
Measure Highs Lows Handicapped

Teacher *Initiations

1
r10 MOW .144 .074.16 %OOP ro011110

Acade2ic 69% 63% 64%

Teacher Initiations
Procedural 19% 19% 20%

Teacher Initiations
, Behavioral 17% 15%

IREMJSI.91_211011.1111.0=

The overall frequency of teacher feedback in the SD/I study
was highest for low 'achievers with the handicapped students,
receiving the.. next largest amount. The high achievers received a
statistically significant smaller amount of feedback than lows
and handicapped students. The proportion of academic (an average
of 70%) and-ptccedtral (an average of 20%) feedback statistically
was notlisignificant among the student groups. The.proportion of
behavioral feedback, however, was higher for lows (11.8%) .and
handicapped 111.2%) than .for highs (7.5%). In the Utah study,
there was nc difference between the high, low, or learning
disabled 'in either. total feedback. or behavioral ^feedback.
However, the behaviorally handicapped students received higher
amounts cf total feedback and behavioral feedback.

It seems. thal tht breaking' of handicapped students into
cate4ories in the Utah study might have provided 'a more sensitive
measure The tchaviorallY.handKtapped students were the Ones'
most often treated in different ways; In the South Dakota/Iowa
study, the handicapped students and_ the low achievers seem to toe
treated as the same group and clifforent from high achievers in
all cases where group differences were found.

In contrast to the Utah study, no statistically significant
differences were found in the Sb /I study among the groups in the
proportion cf teacher beedback that was. sustaining (i.e.,
designed to continue the interaction) as opposed to terminal
(i.e., desigred tc end the interaction). Tables.IVa and IVb
proVidek, a ccmparisor. In the Utah study, behaviorally

25
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handic4ped students received significantly more sustaining

feedbacks (12.3%) than did high-achieVing, nonhandicapped
students (6.7%) . In cther words,, teachers were more apt to
provide be.havicraill handicapped students with a clue, rephrase
the question, cr ask additional questions in order to sustain the
interaction. In the SE/1 study, the handicapped students and the
low-achieving, ncnhandicapped students received more sustaining

feedback (12.6% and' 12.2%) than the high achievers *(10.3%);

however, the difference was not statistically significant. The
fiLdings . cf both gtudies- seem to contradict the findings (ST

Brophy and Gccd (1c70), who reported that teachers 'wer'e twice as
likely 'to stay with high-achieving students and give up" onOtow-

achieving students.

It is important tc note that in both the Utah and South
Dakota/Iowa studies that the majority of teacher feedback for all
students was terminal (Fee Tables IVa and IVb). Chapman (1975)
reported similar results in that teachers providedVery little
sustaining feedback to any of the groups observed. In a study by
gassed and Etsll (197) , a significant increase in learning was
achieved in situations where students were given more
opportunities to respond. Heron and Skinner (1981) have .stated

that ore

Table IVa

Utah Study

Frcportion pf Teacher Feedback
Sustaining vs. Terminal

Student Groups.
Teacher
Feedback BB LD Low High

14.

.MAPIMMIIMP

I

........
Sustaining 13.3% 12.5% 10.8% 6.7%

Terminal E6.79( 87.5% 89.2% 93.3%

condition for considering the regular classroom to he the leist
restrictive environment for handicapped students is an

educational setting which maximizes the handicapped child's
opi.ortunity tc resEcnd and achieii'. The data from both studie,i
may iLdicate that many teachers fteguettly do nQt use the higher
level skills ieguirEd in Interactive teaching. In such learning
environments, it is questionable that handicapped students will
have enough ctrcrttritiet to respond to maximize learning.
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Teacher
Feedback

Table IVb

South Dakota/Iowa Study

Frcportion of Teacher Feedback
Sustaining vs. Terminal.

Student Groups

HE Low High.
am,warmiwasaww/Wasiomosammaresmiii.wimmoapinsalOOMMioessmsam IMONIIIIMMINIR1111
Sustaining 12.6 12.2% 10.3%

Terminal 87.411. 871.8% 89.7%

9211I23.2110111.11.1J12.0
7In addition to exasining the total freq4ency of teacherfeedback and the proportions of academic, procedural, andbehavioral feedback given by the teacher, an attempt to examinethe quality cf teacher feedback was made in both studies. Thequality af feedback provided to students in each of the student,groups is particularly, important because of the hypothesis thatcertain types cf feedback.: (e.g., praise, encouragement,affection) result in more effective and growth-promoting learningenvironments than cther types of feedback (e.g., criticism,ridicule, reinforcing inappropriAte behaviors). Each instance ofthe teacher's academic and prOcedural feedback was coded aspraise, neutral, cr criticism; and each instance of behavioralfeedback was coded as praise, warning, and criticism. In theSD/I study, statistically significant differences were found inthe quality of academic feedback (handicapped and lows received alower quality than did *high achievers) , but no differences amongthe groups were found in-the quality of procedural and behavioralfeedback. As with cthat dependent measures, the results of theUtah study were generally similar except the differences werebetween high achievers and behaviorally handicapped students.

Additional descriptive. information about the nature ofacademic, prccedural, . and behavioral feedback can be gained byexdmining the percentaces of teacher feedback giver. to eachgroup. In tcth studies (See Tables Va and Vo),% students in allgroups received substantially more neutral academic andprocedural fed-
back acd warnings cf tehaviocal feedback than either praise ofcriticism. %bite (1975) defined disapproval using the sameelements that are contained in the behavioral warning andbehavioral criticism ccdes used in both the studies describedhere, and he similarly found that teaeb4rs were 'far moredisa.pprcving cf students than approving.

- 27 -
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Table Va

Utah Study

Percentages of Teacher Feedback Given to Each
Grcup of Students Invlving Praise,

Neutral Warning,

High
Measure Achieving

Academic Feedtack

and Criticism

Low
Achieving ,LD BR

Praise 20% 18% 16% 13%
Neutral 76% 79% 81% 84g
Criticism 4% 3% 3% 5%

a

Procedural Feedtack
Praise 4% 2%. 1% 1%
Neutral 94% . 96% 96% 9$%
Criticism 2% 2% 3% 4%

/

Behavior 1 Feedtack .

Pra e 22% 15%. 10% 5%
Warning 73% 80% 86% 87%
Criticism 3% 5% 4% 8%

Table Vb

South Dakota/Iowa Study

Lercentaces cf Teacher FeedbacksiGiven to Each
Grcup of Students Involving Praise,

Neutral Warning,

High

and Criticism,

Low
Measure Achieving Achieving HD

Academic Peedtack
Praise 21% 18% 21%
Neutral '1 76% 78% 73%
Criticism 3% 8% 6%

Procedural feedlack
Praise '

,

1:5% 1% 1%

Neutral 97% 94% 97%
Criticism 1.5% 5% 24

Behavioral Peedtack,
Praise 7% 4% 6,;k'

Warning 79% 72% 74%
Criticism- 14%- 24% 20%

28
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The large prcperticn of disapproval (i.e., warni-ng plus
criticism) otserved in both the Utah and SD/I studies does not
indicate an effective learning environment was being prd4ided.
Researchers have shcwn that a positive-environment where frequent
praise is given fcr appropriate behavior is much more conducive
to student achievement than an environment where disapRraval-is
the. primary feedkack (Trophy & Ever,tson, 1976). Rosenshine,
(1976) has shown that students with low self-esteem and a history
of failure require much more encouragement and are particularly
vulneratle to criticisia. In contrast, the students who have high
self-esteen and a history of success did not fincLpraise nearly
as rewarding or motivating. Teachers. in both the Utah and SO/I
studies tended tc provide 'feedback in ways that are contrary to
what would seem effective for either group.

Another variatle investigated was whether teachers provided-
the most opportunities for participation to students why were not
volunteering (i.e., called "upon when hands were not raised), as
opposed to those who were volunteering (i.e., called upon after
raising their hands). In the SQ/I study, a significant
.difference was found between the high-achieving, nonhandicapped
students (591 vclunteer) and both the low-achieving,
nonhandicapped students' 138% volunteer) and handicapped students
(31% vclunteer). leachers seem to seek out nonvolunteers in the
handicapped and lcw-achieving student groups in order to engage
them in classroom discussions. This would .-seem' to be.a positive
finding indicating an attempt- on the teacher's part to increase
participation. Nc significant differences were found in the Utah
,study. The average for all student groups was about 60%
volunteer response opportunities.

211A1421.9.e_01;33M

Teacher's questions to students we ;e coded as process,
product,-choice, or self-reference in both studies. Generally,
these four e of questions can be viewed on a continuum of
difficulty Ircm mcre demanding to less demanding in terms of the
knowledge regni cf the student to,anSwer.. Previous research
has reEcrted that high-achieving students generally receive mc)re.
higher-level gueztions than low-achieving students (Brophy, &
Good, 19.74) ; In the SE/T study, no.signitiCaut differences wexa
found among the three student groups. . Total scores for all
groups in bath studies indicate that, on the average, teachers
used mostly lcher-level questions. Very few process questions
aEd only a moderate numter of product questions were asked of any
group cf sludeTts.
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This finding, however, may not be as negative as it first
appears. Hosenshine 1976) reviewed several studies that
indicated a positive correlation between achievement and factual
single-answer questions, whereas the frequency of more complex
questions (such as the process questions is these studies) had
negative Correlaticus. Particularly for low-achieving and mildly
handicapped students, it may be pteferable to proceed iL small
steps, asking factual questions instead of expecting the child to

engage in complex reasoning at too early a stage in their
educaticnal grcuth.

cLaU cL LE AE NjN6INVIEgbarlf,

The fcllcking discussion was generated by examining teachers'
self-ratings cn the sixteen sub-scales of the ACLE. Aztual,
percentages and sear scores (where 1 is lowest and is highest(
in terms cf acccamcdating handicapped students in: mainstreamed
classcoms) are presented.in Table III and in Figure A0
16. Each sutscale of the ACLE is discussed separately. The
specific research question addressed vas. "How do regular
classroom teachers perceive their classroom learning environments
in comparison to descriptions of an, "ideal main streamed
classrcceZ Ecr they purpose of this discussion, majority means a
percentage of 7C1 or more).

1. ommodalin.1.2_PhIsial

The majcrity of the'teachers ranked themselves 3 or Delow
with a near rank of 2.33.

Most teachers did not view their classrooms and buil-lings
as hailing adequate space and facilities for agpcOaimo.tating
handicapped children with physical impairments.

2.--ileaching.:Learniro Settings.

The majcrity of teachers ranked themselves 2 or below with
a mean rank cf 2.23.

Cost teachers described their classrooms as follows:
"desks cf uniform-design are placed in the sam,e,direc:tion;
at least ore 'special interest area' is ircluded." such
limitations in the,teaching-learning setting coul-.. -s a
riodtce cf frrstration wher attempts are made to
E.rograms to,accommodate hiudicapped students.

.3,\ Social invirormert

The majority cf _teachers ranked themselves 3 or with
a.mear rank. cf 3.34.
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most teachers resorted that students in their classroom
worked in. small groups at least part of the time and were
expected tc learns to work with each other; however, goals
for group. work were not specific. In other words, most
teachers did not "plan" to teach peer cooperation.

The ccrclusion above should be viewed a. light of
beynold's statement, that the children who mare most

. different have the most to gain in.cooperative groups and
the most to lose when the social environment encourages
competiticn cr isolation.

4. &onIrcl_Ind_algorsibilitv for EnIironment

The majority cf teachers,ranked themselves 2 or below with
a mean rank cf 2.0.

Most- teachers stated that their students shared
cccasicnally in discussions of how the school environment
is managed. To make mainstreaming work beater, all
students should ke given expandld opportunities to control
the school environment and, correspondingly, to take
resEcnsitility fcr that control.

5. Classrocm_ilanAgsuntr

The majcrity of the teachers ranked themselves 4 or above
with a neap, rank cf 4.19.

Cost teachers. felt that, overall, their communication with'
students was good; and; that while some days were very
tad, most days were tolerable to good.. Teaches also felt
that they shared responsibilities for the environment with
students and that they rationalized rules in group
sessions.

(NOTE: The conclusion .above seems to be somewhat
contradicter) with .),the conclusion reached in looking at
scale number fccr. This may be due to the terminology
"classrecm managment." One of the most common types of
inservice training provided these teachers ,in the past few
years has teen in classroom management. It may be that

classrecm management skills are viewed as "teachero
control" skills. Scale number four also seems-to indicate
that teachers view control of and- responsibility for
envirenaent is Under the teachers' direction) .

b. Ig2mirg_Arraugmata

The majority of teachers ranked themselves 4 or below with
a mean rank cf 3.57.
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Most teachers felt that they worked well in identifying
and planning for the education of "problem"' students.

`Many cf the teachers alsO felt that 'classroom observations
were made of the student in the regular classroom, and
that they received consultation on how to make program
qcdifications.

7- la§tissIigm.2111.0.12da
0

The majcrity of,teachers ranked themselves 3 or below with
an mean rank of 2.76.

Most teachers perceived themselves as using at least 5

different instructional methods 11.i a typical month. The
assumption i'a4e- here is that an important aspect of
instruction is tc provide alternative -Methods that allow
for optimal learning for all students. The teachers who
rank themselves at 4 indicated that they not ally used at
least 5 instructional methods, but they also were studying
cn their cwn or consulting with others about additional
approaches for some students with special needs.

8. LIEL1.01122.112.41111i12

The majority of teachers ranked themselves 3 or below with
a mean rank cf 2.90.

Most teachers reported that they basically followed a

t xthcck or curriculum guide in setting content and the
guence of topics to be taught. They did, however, use

more than ore level or set of tcrtbooks in heterogenous
classes. In addition to the above perceptions, some
teachers also stated they assessed individually and gave
tasks and materials at levels indicated by aqsessment as
appropriate. Bo teacher reported that they actively
sought student input into the materials selection process.

ti

9. Eat4r4Als

The.majcrity of teachers ranked themselVes 3 or below with
a mean rank cf 3.19.

)).ost of the teachers indicated that they used_ text nkp,
library materials, and, occasionally, films, films ips,
audiotaFes, and similar aids. The remaining "teachers
agreed that they used the materials mentioned above and,
in addition, used materials ir established interest
centers. Nol teacher reported using "specialized
instruction. al materials."

ft
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10. L19.4as......9.1-ZIZS=S4e

The majority (in this case 62%) \ of teachers ranked
themselves at or below a mean rank of 3.33. (The
remaining. 387 of the teachers ranked themselves at 44. ,

Most of the teachers reported that all .of the students
received a carefully structured approach as new concepts
or captent was introduced. Students who completed their
work rapidly were free to proceed in their own way in
their extra time. The remaining teachers

that
tAat

they varied the degree of structure so that all students
had a vatiety of experiences /and that the degree' lof
structcre was a function of the_ teacheOs own interest and
not fully a function of the individual student needs. No
teacher reported that they systematically'varied. structure
as a functicr of individual student needs.tt.

/11. IlIs_s1-12.4iSiaa..22D21111.kaa

The majority of teachers ranked themselves at .3 or below
with a span rank of 3.19.

Most teachers felt that they gave all students uniform
minimum assignments for standard periods . of time.
Students who scored rapidly were allowed by the teachers
to proceed tc more advanced related topics while students

, who failed to complete tasks were given extra tasks and/or
assigned to aides, resource teachers, or others for
indiviclual help.

12. Evaluation

The ajcritY of teacherffl ranked themselves lmor above.
The mean rank was 3.85.

this scale showed the'Variablity. The continuum of the
scale ran the gamut from strictly norm- referenced' testing
procedures (cneitecher ranked herself at level one) to a
widely varied system .of evaluation which included
observations, i &formal assessments, and domain oriental
testing (nine teachers ranked themselves at level 5).

9

Most teachers identified .themselves with statemnts that
indicated they assessed with mastery oriented tests that
were,specific lc damins and that they used the results
effectively aId reOlarliii in planning instruction.
leachers felt that they gave good feedback about teast
results and encouraged students to evaluate their' own
work.

leachers indicated that grades, however,
a norm cr4social comparison basis.

0
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Abe' majCrity of .:teachers ranked themselve,s at 3 or below
'with a 4ealk rank cf 2.71.

Cost teachers: indicated that they recognized affective
educaticn as wcrthwhile 'and planned to include such
instruction in their teaching. However, they did so on an
infreguent-tasis. In other words, teachers felt it was
important to teach curriculuM designed to facilitate the
develossent cf a positive view of self, but they didn't
include such instruction very often. '

14- 11a1211.144s-maaaiiciatiaaallizall_21Launaa

The majority of teachers ranked themselves a 3 or below
pith a mean rank of 2.28..

aost teachers, "indicated that they or their schools made
some efforts to recognize cultural differences. However,
eight teachers 138%) felt that instruction prfteded with
little cr no explicit recognition of cultural differences
and that sajority values and styles ,dominated their
classrocms.

15- L1111.4111.1 44cEss

The majcrit/ of teachers ranked themselves at 3 or below
A 'with a-mean rank of 3.38. .

Nearly half cf the teachers (those who ranked themselves
at 4 or 5) indicated that-the child study process was
educaticnally oriented and focused on improving learning
etvironments so' as to better accommodate diveltlity. The
tthet half cf the teachers reported that they felt that
the child study'process was basically psycho-educational
in nature with heavy emphasis on the use of standardized.
assessments for classification purposes.

16. Eass=1115141_Interlation

Fifty percent of the teachers ranked themselves at 3 or
below and fifty :seretnt ranked- themselves at 4 or above.
Ihe mean rank was 3.14,u,

Edit cf *the teachers indicated tha't parent- teacher
interacticn uas E riddic, teacher-initiated, positive, and
Used tc resort of students' progress. The other half of
the teachers saw parent-teacher interact'on more as_ an_
cpel. and ,trLsting communication session wh_ b th teacher
and the sarerts Earticipated in informations arinV.

4



CONCLUSIONS

In discussing mainstreaming, Larsen (1975) warned:
In all ppiotatility, special education students will
receive more °criticism from their teachers than their
achiqving peers, will be exposed to far fewer teacher
ccnticte, and will develop less positive concepts of
self-worth (p. 12).

The literature examining how teachers interact with high and low
achieving students provides some evidence to suggest that

LarSen'i warning may to 'accurate if mainstreamed handicapped
students were treated like low achievers. Findings of studies
examining the interacticn of regular teacher and handicapped
students, however, are not conclusive and proyide evidence both
supporting and refuting Larsen's warning.

The cverall ccnclusion of both the Utah and SD/Istudies is,
that, although there is substantial evidence that teacher-student 1

.iiterastion varies among the student groups observ4d, there is no
strong evidence that general preferential treatment or treatment
likely to result in better educational gains or a mote effective
learning environment is consistently provided to any single gropp
of students. lbere was some evidence that mainstreamed
handicapped students received a lAger portion of the teacher's
time than did cther students.. HoweVer, a larger percentage o9
.these initiaticns were lehavioral contacts.

Teacher feedback was, for the most part, neutral to all
students when the feedtack was about academic or -procedhral
leatterE. In tehavicral interactions, warningswereethe primary
"Teacher feedtack. When criticism was used, it was more often to
the lcw/achieving and landicapped students. These results
suggest" that teachers need to. acquire better classroom and
behavior maragement skijals. Teachers will need to use a

behavioral maragement strategy where the behavior .of every
student is dealt uith.im an appropriate way. It is-interesting
to . note here, that the ACLE scale descibing- 'Classroom
Unageuent, had'tte highest average score of all the scales.
Teachers in the SE /I study indicated that their classroom
management skills were already close to what they should be in an
ideal mainstreamed classroom. This contradiction in data ri,0,
futheA ievestigatici.

leac here Engaged in academic interactions with all \.,/'

Fs an average of only 60% of the .time. It is

unfoNtunat hat such a high percentage of the teacher's time was
spent ievolved with procedural and behavioral matters. A better,
ualence Letween academic and other'activities,should be achieved.

Placement of handicapped students ie th-e reguler classroom Is
increasingly pcpulax. Such decisions are often based upon the
student's academit or social ,functioning. -While these student

0
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variables are important, there are also teaciltir and cldssroom
variables' whith asst to considered^ in defining the least
restrictive ervironment foretldly handicapped students. Helping
teachers increase their skiiis in classroom management and the
use of school time spent on academic's and more proportionate
teacher-student interaction'. would 'lead to a better learning
environment. f9r 411 students, - '

V
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APPENDIX A

Coding Sheet and Categorical Breakdown and Definitions

of the Modified Brophy-Good Teacher-Child

Interaction System



It

Categorical Breakdown and Definitions

I. RESPONSE OPPORTUNITIES -- TEACHER AFFORDED

Involves a public attempt by an individual student to deal with

a.qustion posed by the teacher.

A. Type of Response Opportunity Affotded by the Teacher to the

Student

1 1. Discipline question--the teacher deliberately calls on

the child to compel his attention

Direct question--the teachercalls on a child who is not

seeking a response opportunity

3. Open question--the teacher asks a question, waits for any-
one in the class to raise his hand and then cal-1s on one

of the children whose hand is up

4. C 11 out -- teacher asks a public question but one child

ca out an answer to this question before the teacher
has he chance to indicate that a particular child should
respond.

After noting the hype of Response Opportunity-and identifying the

child involved by entering his identification number, the observer then
0

codes the Level of Question asked by the-teacher.

B. Leyel of Question

Refers to the nature of the response demand made u the child.
The first three levels refer only to questions abou academic
or school related context. The fourth level is use to code all'

questions that do not refer to academic subject matte

c

Process questten--requires the child to speci the cognitive
and/or behavioral steps that must be gone throu h in order
to solve'a problem or come up with an answer

2. Product question--requires knowledge of a specific fact and
does not force the child to integrate several facts or to
make inferences from them

3. Choice question--the child does not have to produce a sub-
stantial response but may instead simply choose one of two
or more implied or expressed alternatives

- 41 -
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Self-referenced question -- includes tall teacher questions
that do not fit into the preceding three categories
because they ask the child to make some nonacademic con-
tribution to classroom discussion 4

After coding the child's identity, the Response Opportunity, and

the-Level of Question, the observer then codes the child's answer

into one of. four categories.

Child's AnsWer

1. Correct--the child answers the teacher's question correctly;
the teacher does, not make an attempt to improve upon or
replace the child's answer with another

Partially correct--correct but incomplete as far. as the
child goes, or answers that are correct from ohe pointof
view but not the answer for which the.teacherws looking,-

3. Incorrect answer--response treated as wrong by the teacher

4. No response--the child will not or cannot answer the question

After identifying the child by-number, coding the level and type ofi

question, and coding, the quality of the child's answer, the observer

completes the sequence for coding response opportunities by indicating

the nature of the teacher's feedback reaction to the child's answer.

D. Teacher's Feedback Reaction

1.' Praise--positive evaluation

2. Affirmation of correct response--positive feedback

No feedback. reaction--teacher does not react to child's
answer

4. Negation of incorrect answers--negative feedback

5. Criticismnegative evaluation

6. Process feedback--feedback on answers to questions involving
basic facts which have been memorized

7. Gives answer--teacher gives correct answer
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8. Asks question--teacher does not provide an answer to the
question upon response but asks another child for the answer

1

9. Call out--some other child calls out the answer before the
first child can respond to the question; thus, the teacher
does not have the chance to give feedback,to the child to
whom the question, was directed;

10. Repeats question--teacher repeats the question

11. Rephrase or,clue--teacher rephrases question or
a clue

12. New question--teacher asks another new question
the first without waiting for response

gives student

following

If a student raises a questi,ar makes a comment without the

teacher's having invited the question or comment, the observer codes

the following information:

II. RESPONSE OPPORTUNITY--CHILD CREATED

Involves a public question or comment made by the student

A. type of Question or Comment

1. Permission given--the student raises his hand requesting
permission to ask a question or make a comment,-and the
teacher allows him to do so

2. Call out--the student calls out his question orcomment
without obtaining permission

B. Appropriateness of Question or Comment

1. Relevant--the student's question or comment pertains to
the current discussion

ilL

229Irrelevant--the student's question or comment does not
pertain to the discussion at hand

C. Teacher's Feedback Re4ction

Pertaining to the actual question or comment
4

1. Praise--positive evaluation

2. Criticism--negative evaluation

-43-
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No feedback reaction--teacher does not react to the
child's answer

0.4Teacher's Feedback Reaction

Pertaining to the student's behavior in asking;a question
or making a comment

f
1.. Praise--positive evarution

wd

2.. Criticism--negative evaluation

3. Warning-- student behavior is inappropriate

III. DYADIC TEACHER-STUDENT CONTACTS

Involves those contacts where the teacher is dealing prthtely
with one child about matters idiosyncratic to that citrild

A. Child Created
ft

Refers to those dyadic contacts which occur solely because the
child has sought the teacher out

1. Work elated contacts--includes those contacts that ha e
to do with the child's completion of seat work, homew rk,
ar other academic assignments

a.- teacher feedback reaction
i. praise--positive evaluation-

Iii. neutralnonevaluitive process and product feedback
iii. criticismnegetive evaluation

2. Procedure--includes those requests that have to do with
housekeeping chores, seeking permission, and reporting
on nonacademic assignments

a. teacher feedback reaction

praise--positive evaluation
neutral -- nonevaluative feedback

iii. criticism--negative feedback evaluation

B. Teacher Afforded

Refers to those dyadic contacts in which the teacher seeks outthe student tegiv,e directions or feedback

1. Work related contacts--includes those which have to do with
the child's completion of seatwork, homework, or other
academic assignments

49
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a. teacher's feedback reaction
i.. :praiserpositive evaluation

neutralnonevaluative process and product feedback
iii, criticismnegative-evaluation

Procedure--incIudes those requests made by the teacher which
have to do with housekeeping chores and requests to 4omplete
other nonacademic assignments

Observation contactsrefers' to nonverbal observation of
the student by the teacher for the purpose of monitoring/
the'student's actions

4. lehaviOrrelated contacts--refers to those comments made
by the teacher about the .student's classroom behavior

a. teacher's feedback reaction
'1. . praise- positive revaluation
ii. warningsstudent behavior is inappropriate

iii. criticism-- negative evaluation
r
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